To examine the interobserver variability for fetal biometric parameters and to focus on how this variability affects the combined first-trimester screening test results.
T risomy 21 (Down syndrome) is the most common viable chromosomal abnormality, affecting approximately 1 in 800 live-born babies [1, 2] . It is the commonest cause of mental retardation, and it is also associated with many congenital malformations. Prenatal screening for Down' s syndrome is now offered routinely in many countries including Turkey. First-trimester screening is the predominant noninvasive method of prenatal screening for trisomy 21 (Down syndrome), trisomy 18 (Edwards Syndrome) and other type of chromosome abnormality in many countries. Combined first-trimester screening based on maternal age, fetal nuchal translucency (NT) thickness and maternal serum markers (β-hCG and PAPP-A) at 11-14 weeks of gestation can detect about 81% of the fetuses with trisomy 21 and other major aneuploidies with a false-positive rate of 5 percent [3, 4, 5] . The single most effective marker in prenatal screening for trisomy 21 is fetal NT. Fetal NT alone can identify about 80% of the fetuses with trisomy 21 and other major aneuploidies with a false-positive rate of 5% [4, 6] .
The results of maternal serum markers and fetal NT thickness are also combined with the maternal age, maternal weight, ethnicity and gestational age in order to assess probabilities of major potential chromosomal aneuploidies. This prenatal screening test allows an estimate of the risk of a pregnancy being affected and provides parents with information so as to guide them to make decision about definitive invasive testing [7] . Definitive invasive tests [amniocentesis (AS) and chorionic villus sampling (CVS)] allow the physicians to make a diagnosis of Down' s syndrome and other major aneuploidies but carry the risk of serious complications including miscarriage. However, this detection rate can only be achieved consistently if fetal gestational age, NT thickness and the maternal serum markers are measured correctly. While the concentrations of β-hCG and PAPP-A can be determined objectively, estimation of gestational age and NT are subjective processes. Both processes are prone to inter-operator variations, but fetal NT measurements are more prone to these operator dependent variations. This issue has been addressed by several studies investigating the repeatability of NT measurements [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . The majority of previous studies on this issue have focused on reproducibility of the NT measurements but comprehensive studies investigating the repeatability of the CRL measurements are limited. Accurate pregnancy dating and fetal NT measurements offer important clinical benefits in terms of prenatal screening [16] . Inaccurate determination of fetal gestational age and NT thickness affects prenatal screening performance [17] . Crown-rump length (CRL) is an established measurement for dating the pregnancy [18, 19] . The pregnancy must be dated accurately because errors will affect the assigned risk, causing false-negative and false-positive results.
Despite the importance of CRL and NT measurements in prenatal screening, and dating the pregnancy, few studies have been published, so far [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . However, there is no comprehensive study specific to the possible impact of interobserver variability of CRL and NT measurements on screening. The aim of this study is to examine the interobserver reliability for CRL and NT measurements and to focus on how this reliability affects the combined first-trimester screening test results. In this study we compared the interoperator reliability of the CRL and NT measurements performed by an experienced radiologist and an obstetrician in cases of routine combined first-trimester screening.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A prospective clinical study was performed at our Obstetrics and Gynecology Clinic of Kayseri Education and Research Hospital, a tertiary referral centre in Turkey between November 2013 and August 2014. The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee and performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of the World Medical Association. All participants signed an informed consent form regarding participation in the present study. A total of 64 singleton pregnants in their gestational age between 11 and 14 weeks (77-98 days of gestation) who were scheduled for combined first-trimester screening and admitted to our obstetrics clinic for routine prenatal care were investigated. Prenatal evaluation before first-trimester screening was consistent with the protocol of the clinic and included comprehensive medical and obstetric examination along with obstetric ultrasound to determine the gestational age (CRL) as well as to exclude any other pelvic and obstetric pathologies.
Inclusion criteria for this study were as follows: age 18 years or older; acceptance of combined first-trimester screening as the method of prenatal screening for Down' s syndrome and other chromosomal abnormalities; a single viable intrauterine pregnancy confirmed by precise date of the last menstrual period and an ultrasound scan (up to 7 weeks of gestation by crown-to-rump length); written approval and willingness to comply with the study. Patients with any known high-risk conditions, including medical problems that can affect test results, multiple pregnancies, and known fetal congenital anomalies were excluded from the study. Moreover, pregnancies under 11 weeks' of gestation and pregnancies over 14 weeks' of gestation were also excluded from the study.
Two experienced sonographers (one experienced radiologist and one experienced obstetrician with an average knowledge in obstetric ultrasound) performed all examinations at the same visit. Fetal CRL and NT measurements were obtained during each ultrasonographic examination using the same ultrasound machine in cases of routine first-trimester screening. Each measurement was performed once by each operator. The initial measurement was recorded by the first sonographer who is an experienced obstetrician (U.A.). Subsequently, a second sonographer who is an experienced radiologist (S.T.), blinded to the results of the first sonographer, performed the same measurements. Numeric displays on the screen were always deleted from the ultrasound screen so that the operators were blinded to the results obtained by the other operators. The operators were not allowed to present in the ultrasound room during each other' s examinations so as to discard any possible influence exerted by the second operator when generating the image and measuring the fetal CRL and NT. Each operator was blinded to any preexisting measurements. All ultrasound examinations were performed in a single room.
Standard ultrasound planes for fetal measurements were used as described previously [20, 21] . Briefly, CRL was measured in the mid-sagittal longitudinal plane in the absence of fetal movements while the fetus was in a neutral position. The measurement was taken along a straight line extending from the top of the head to the bottom of the caudal end of the fetus. Manual measurement of NT was performed according to the guidelines of the Fetal Medicine Foundation (2011). The maximum thickness of the nuchal translucency was measured from a sagittal plane of the fetal profile in supine position, using a magnified frozen image image with fetus filling at least 75% of the viewable screen area so that each increment in the distance between the calipers was 0.1 mm. After the fetal amnion was clearly observed and discriminated from the fetal skin; the measuring calipers were placed to obtain an inner diameter and maximum NT measurements. All ultrasouographic examinations were performed transabdominally using a commercially available ultrasound system (Toshiba Xario, Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation, Japan) equipped with a 4-7 MHz curved, high frequency, curved array transducer for all attendants.
During the same visit, after obtaining fetal biometric measurements, patients were sent to the biochemistry laboratory for combined first-trimester screening tests. Blood samples were obtained for measurements of β-hCG and PAPP-A concentrations. In the first-trimester prenatal screening the measurements of concentrations of maternal serum biochemical markers were converted into Multiple of Median (MoM) of unaffected pregnancies at the same gestation. The combined first-trimester screening was performed according to calculation of a risk based on maternal age, previous history of Down' s syndrome, measurements of biochemical markers of maternal serum samples, and fetal CRL and NT measurements. The risk calculations of screening were performed according to the each sonographer' s individual ultrasonographic measurements. That' s why, two separate risks were calculated for each patient and two separate prenatal screening test results for each patient were obtained. The resultant risks were compared with a threshold and, in cases where the risk is at or above the threshold, the test was deemed screen-positive. Otherwise, it was deemed as screen-negative. The current policy in Turkey is to use a risk threshold of 1 in 250 for risk assessment in the second trimester of pregnancy. Interobserver variability in measurements of fetal CRL and NT and the effect of this interobserver variability on the screening results were assessed.
Statistical analysis
Collected data were analyzed by Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Continuous variables were expressed as mean±standard deviation. Interobserver comparisons were done by reliability tests (Cronbach' s alpha and intraclass correlation coefficients). Twoway mixed effects model was used in cases where people effects were random and measured effects were fixed (Absolute Agreement Definition) Twotailed p value less than 0.05 was accepted to be statistically significant.
RESULTS
A total of 64 patients who underwent a first trimester ultrasound scan for routine combined first-trimester screening were included in the study. All pregnancies were examined by two operators. Interobserver variability of CRL and NT was assessed in the 64 patients with measurements performed by both observers. Maternal age ranged from 18 to 39 years and the mean age of the patients was 26.91±5.22 years. All patients were Caucasian. All serum parameters and risk calculations were obtained successfully. The mean gestational age was 87.72±5.27 days. Some demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients are illustrated in Table 1 Scatter plot diagram of inter-operator differences in combined first-trimester screening for trisomy 21 is shown in Figure 1 . Limits of the agreement were plotted on the graph.
Interobserver reliability for first trimester CRL measurement was quite high, which reflects a good agreement of the measurements between observers, while interobserver agreement for NT was lower. Despite this lower interobserver reliability and agreement for NT measurement, resultant risks according to CRL and NT measurements obtained by the two operators were quite similar.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we compared the interoperator reliability of the CRL and NT measurements by an experienced radiologist and an obstetrician in cases of routine combined first-trimester screening. We also evaluated the possible effect of this interobserver variability on the first-trimester screening results. Interobserver reliability for the first trimester CRL measurement was quite high, which reflects a good agreement of the measurements between observers, while interobserver reliability for NT measurement was lower. Despite this lower interobserver reliability for NT measurement, which reflects a moderate agreement of the measurements between observers, resultant risks according to CRL and NT measurements obtained by the two operators were quite similar.
Sonographic measurement is an established screening method for Down syndrome and other major aneuploidies in the first trimester of pregnancy. Accurate assessment of NT thickness in the first-trimester pregnancies can be challenging [22, 23] . CRL is used to standardize the fetal and biochemical parameters of screening [24] . Accurate estimation of fetal NT and CRL measurements by ultrasonography is an integral part of the combined first-trimester screening. Therefore, the screening performance is directly depends on the accuracy and precision of these sonographic measurements [17] . Unfortunately, fetal NT and CRL measurements are often subjective processes secondary to operator' s experience and ultrasound technology.
Interobserver variability in fetal NT and CRL measurements is the most important issue affecting the screening performance. This issue of repeatability has been addressed by several studies [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] .Although most of the previous studies on this issue have focused on repeatability of NT measurements, few studies have addressed the issue of reproducibility of CRL. Surprisingly, despite the pivotal importance of CRL and NT measurements in the first-trimester prenatal screening, there is no comprehensive study specific to the possible impact of interobserver variability of CRL and NT measurements on combined first-trimester screening test results.
This study showed that interobserver reliability coefficients with 95% confidence intervals for NT and CRL were 0.687 (0.485-0.810, p<0.001) and 0.945 (0.910-0.967, p<0.001), respectively. Interobserver reliability coefficients for Trisomy 21 and Trisomy 13/18 were 0.945 (0.957-0.984, p<0.0001) and 0.963 (0.939-0.977, p<0.0001), respectively. This means that interobserver reliability for the first trimester CRL measurement was quite high, thus demonstrating acceptable high reliability and agreement. However, interobserver reliability and agreement for NT was found to be lower, which reflects a moderate agreement of the measurements between observers. First-trimester screening test results were not affected by this moderate reliability of NT measurements. In the literature, previous clinical studies investigating interobserver repeatability of CRL measurements reported that fetal CRL measurements recorded by different operators were reproducible and showed a good agreement [13, 14, 15] . Our results were in agrement with these prior findings of relevant studies. In 2011, Pexsters et al. evaluated the reproducibility of CRL in 54 singleton pregnancies with a gestational age between 6 and 9 weeks using transvaginal sonography [13] . They found that CRL was a highly reproducible biometric measurement for dating the gestational age and the intraclass coefficient (ICC) of this study for CRL was 0.993. In our study, the ICC for CRL was 0.945 (0.910-0.967, p<0.001) and it was similar to that observed by Pexsters et al. Verburg et al. performed a prospective analysis of 21 singleton pregnancies with a gestational age between 9 and 14 weeks and demonstrated good reproducibility of fetal CRL measurement by abdominal ultrasound. In this prospective study, interobserver ICC for CRL was 0.995 (0.998-0.982, p<0.001) [14] . Recently, Souka et al. conducted a prospective observational study on 592 pregnancies between 8 and 14 gestational weeks. Authors reported that CRL was a highly reproducible parameter of fetal biometry and the ICC for CRL' s interobserver variability was 0.968 (0.952-0.978, p<0.001) [15] . Although almost all studies evaluating the reproducibility of CRL measurements demonstrated good reproducibility, any error in CRL measurements may have an impact on combined first-trimester screening. Salomon et al. performed a simulation study using a simulation model to evaluate the impact of error in CRL measurements in cases of sequential combined screening for Down syndrome [24] . After more than 3200 simulated cases were analyzed, they reported that Down syndrome screening might be highly sensitive to errors in CRL measurements. Therefore, quality control of CRL measurements should be performed together with quality control of NT measurements in order to provide an optimal screening performance and highest standard of care. This study of Salomon et al. was different from our study in terms of study design. In our study, risk calculations were performed based on the real operator' s actual ultrasonographic measurements separately, but Salomon et al. used a simulation model for the measurements. Another difference between studies was the difference of the serum markers used. Salomon et al. used early second-trimester maternal serum markers (hCG and alpha-fetoprotein (AFP). We used first-trimester maternal serum markers (hCG and PAPP-A).
Hitherto, most of the previous studies investigating the repeatability of fetal NT measurements have indicated that fetal NT measurements were highly reproducible and showed a good agreement between operators [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Pajkrt et al. performed a prospective analysis of 161 women with singleton pregnancies at their 10-14 weeks of gestation. In this prospective study, it was found that fetal NT measurements are reproducible, as long as they are performed by operators well-trained in NT measurement techniques [8] . In this study, the inter-operator repeatability showed a variation in ICC from 0.51 to 0.95 for NT measurements. The inter-operator repeatability showed ICCs variying from 0.74 to 0.95 for pairs of experienced operators and 0.68 to 0.74 for pairs of inexperienced operators. This finding was consistent with the ICC of 0.687 (0.485-0.810, p<0.001) for NT reported in our study. In another study, Pandya et al. indicated that NT measurements are highly reproducible when the NT thickness is measured by welltrained operators [9] . Although NT measurements have been found highly reproducible by many researchers, there are studies demonstrating that NT measurement is quite difficult and repeatability of the measurement is low. Roberts et al. conducted a prospective observational study to assess the reproducibility of NT measurements in 1004 women [25] . The authors addressed the difficulty with measuring NT and claimed that the repeatability of the measurement was poor. In 2005, Malone et al. using the data of The First And Second Trimester Evaluation of Risk (FASTER) Trial, which is a National Institute of Child Health and Human Development-sponsored prospective study providing the opportunity to evaluate NT measurement quality assessment, reported that obtaining consistent, accurate and reproducible NT measurements is quite difficult [23] . In this comprehensive study, Malone et al. analyzed 38167 unselected patients with singleton pregnancies with a gestational age between 10+3 and 13+6 weeks from 1999 to 2001. In this comprehensive study, well-trained operators, in the carefully regulated setting of a prospective research trial, could not perform adequate NT measurements in 7.4% of the cases. D' Alton et al. using the data of the FASTER Trial have also confirmed these results in 2009 [22] . It was found that despite initial training and continuous image review, changes in NT measurements occur over time. Therefore to maintain accuracy in NT measurements, ongoing quality assessment is mandatory. These studies using the data of the FASTER Trial have demonstrated the importance of ongoing quality assessment. Large-scale epidemiological monitoring data indicated that intense and unified training for all sonographers and continuous image review are not enough to prevent changes in NT measurements which occur over time for unexplained reasons [22, 23] . Outside the strictly controlled setting of a clinical research trial, the variability in NT measurements may be even more marked. Therefore, given the significance of the decisions being made on the basis of these measurements, interobserver variability must be taken into consideration.
Measuring fetal NT and CRL accurately is essential for optimal combined first-trimester screening performance and prenatal care. Prenatal counseling and invasive interventions for high risk pregnant women as well as the avoidance of unnecessary invasive interventions such as AS and CVS depend on the accuracy of NT and CRL measurements. However, inaccurate measurements may result in misinterpretation of the screening test results. The aim of the study was to investigate effect of interobserver reliability on the combined first-trimester screening test results. Thereby, the importance of the present study is that it discarded the possibility of misinterpretation of the screening test results and unnecessary invasive interventions. This study is the first study which investigated interobserver reliability of fetal NT and CRL measurements in combination and its impact on the combined firsttrimester test results.
There are some limitations to our study. Lack of the intraobserver variability for ultrasonographic measurements is the potential limitation of the study. Ideally, the study should have intraobserver variability for NT and CRL measurements. The absence of time required for ultrasound measurements is another limitation of this study. In this current study time required for ultrasound measurements was not measured, thus comparison between groups regarding the time required for ultrasound examination could not be made. Data collection from a single obstetrics clinic is another important limitation of the study. Therefore, generalizability of our findings is limited. Small size of the study sample is another weakness of the study.
In conclusion, this study has demonstrated acceptable high interobserver reliability and agreement for fetal CRL measurements in cases of routine combined first-trimester screening. However, interobserver reliability and agreement for NT was found to be lower, which reflected a moderate agreement of the measurements between observers. Resultant risks according to measurements obtained by the two operators were quite similar. Despite this moderate reliability and agreement for NT measurements, interobserver reliability for the assessment of chromosomal abnormalities was quite high. Ultrasonographic measurements of fetal NT and CRL obtained by experienced operators canbe use for combined first-trimester screening.
